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Contact Information

Diane Hamilton, Owner & Managing Partner 
diane@binaryformations.com
Office: +1 804.332.6397
Mobile: +1 404.395.9337

Kevin Hamilton, Founder
kevin@binaryformations.com
Office: +1 804.332.6397

contact@binaryformations.com

Company Website: http://binaryformations.com
Product/Marketing URL: http://toophatapp.com
Blog: http://binaryformations.com/blog/

Company Overview: http://binaryformations.com/company/about

Find us on Facebook, Twitter, Pinterest.

Reviewer Notes

• High Resolution screenshots and icons are available in the Too Phat press kit.
• Too Phat is available in the App Store on iTunes for $1.99.
• A promo key is available to members of the media for review purposes upon request 

and will expire if not redeemed within 4 weeks of issue. Email 
diane@binaryformations.com for promo key.

System Requirements

• iPhone require iOS 7.0 or later
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Too Phat Overview

" " " "
Phat ! /fat/ adj. Slang. Excellent or awesome.
Too Phat " /too fat/ n. An app to help you reach a state of awesomeness.

Designed for Apple’s latest mobile operating system, iOS 7, Too Phat is a weight loss 
tracking app for the iPhone and iPod Touch with a unique twist: Too Phat puts the visual 
side of weight loss front and center. The goal of Too Phat is to show you how your body 
has changed as you progress toward your weight loss goal in addition to keeping track 
of the numbers. By emphasizing the visual aspect of weight loss, Too Phat aims to 
inspire by focusing on how far you’ve come instead of how far you have to go.

What makes Too Phat unique?

Focus on Visual Changes

In addition to tracking your weight over time, you can also take photos from different 
angles (front, back, and side) and see a side by side comparison from where you 
started to where you are today. You can even watch how your body has changed over 
time as an animated movie.
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Privacy and Independence with Too Phat Remote Cam

With Too Phat, you can take photos using your iPhone’s built-in camera. However, to 
get a full shot of your body you need to either take a photo using the mirror (the 
infamous “selfie”) or have someone else take the photo for you. But what do you do if 
you want to take full-body photos on your own without using a mirror? This is where Too 
Phat Remote Cam comes in.

Too Phat Remote Cam lets you use the camera on your laptop or desktop computer to 
take the photo. Too Phat shows you a live preview of what your computer’s camera 
sees. Just step into the camera’s frame of view and tap the Take Photo button and the 
photo is transmitted from your computer straight into Too Phat. Simple, easy, and best 
of all, private.

Designed for One-Handed Use

Apple emphasized one-handed use as a key design consideration for the iPhone. Too 
Phat adheres to this philosophy. Its vertically oriented weight entry interface can be 
used with just your thumb and can be toggled between left or right-handed use.

Simple, Elegant User Interface Embraces iOS 7 

Too Phat embraces the new design cues in iOS 7 with a full-on bear hug, combining 
sophistication with a simple, clean presentation for an exceptional user experience.
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Walkthrough of Key Features

Main Screen

The app opens with your photo. Your visual journey is the key objective and everything 
has been designed to make this as effortless and visually pleasing as possible.

     

1. Settings Button
2. Your Photo
3. Scale Button
4. BMI/Body Fat
5. Stats/Progress Button
6. Change Photo Angle
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Selecting a Date

Tap on a date in the date view at the top of the screen to view or enter information for 
that date. You can swipe to left or right to move backward or forward a week.

Entering Your Weight

Tap the scale button to enter your weight. The weight entry interface is designed to be 
used with just a flick of your thumb. The weight wheel appears on the side of the screen 
in accordance to the hand preference you have chosen in Settings. 
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Modifying Weight Entries and Toggling Between BMI and Fat %

To change or delete a weight entry, tap the weight in the main view. Tap the BMI listing 
to toggle between viewing your body mass index (BMI) or you body fat percentage, as 
calculated using the Deurenberg method.

     

Adding Photos

Tap anywhere in the background of the main view to add a photo. This will give you the 
option to take a photo with your phone’s built-in camera or choose a photo from the 
camera roll. Tapping on an existing photo will give you the option to delete the photo or 
adjust its size and position.
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Change the Photo Angle

You can swipe back and forth to change the angle (front, back, or side) of the photo you 
are adding.
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Taking a Photo Using Remote Cam

The Remote Cam feature lets you take a photo using the camera on a desktop or laptop 
computer. In order to do this, you will need to download and install the Too Phat Remote 
Cam app.

Make sure your iPhone and computer are both on the same local network that supports 
Universal Plug and Play (UPnP). Once you have done this, launch the Remote Cam 
app on you laptop or desktop and then tap in the background like you would normally 
take a photo in Too Phat and select the Remote Cam option.
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Once you have connected to your computer, you will see a view from its camera. You 
can pinch to zoom in and out and use your finger to pan around the image.
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Viewing Your Progress

Tap the Progress button on the main screen to see where you are today compared to 
where you started your weight loss effort. You can also see all of your photos animated 
into a movie that shows how your body has changed and view a graph of your progress.
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Sharing Your Progress

You can share your journey from the Weight Entry view or from the Progress view. 
Share pictures and progress via email, air drop, and all other social media outlets.
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Settings

Settings are kept to a minimum. Gender changes the default image that is used as a 
guide when adding a photo. It is also used, along with your date of birth and height, to 
calculate your BMI and body fat percentage.
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Passcode Protection

Add a passcode in the Settings view to protect your information in Too Phat from prying 
eyes.
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Other Available Resources and Links

Too Phat Website
Too Phat Remote Cam
Binary Formations in the News
Company Overview
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